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“While the market continues to enjoy value growth, recent
stagnation in household penetration of coffee pod

machines is curbing the volume performance. Exploring
subscription models could tackle the barrier that the

upfront cost of the machines poses."
- Anita Winther, Research Analyst

This report looks at the following areas:

• Scope for instant coffee to capitalise on users' adventurousness
• Subscription models could overcome price barrier to pod machine purchase
• Scope to reposition decaffeinated coffee as an evening drink

While the overall coffee market has grown over the last five years, this masks mixed fortunes across
the segments. The biggest segment in the market, instant coffee, continues to feel the pinch as
Britain’s coffee drinkers look to ground coffee/coffee beans and coffee pods to deliver more of a coffee
shop-style experience. Meanwhile, growth in pod machine ownership is stalling, slowing the previously
stellar growth seen in coffee pods.
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Figure 28: Above-the-line, online display and direct mail advertising expenditure on coffee, by top 4 advertisers, 2013-17

Nespresso spend doubles in 2016

Lavazza supports Prontissimo!

JDE goes for gold with L’OR campaign

Kenco continues Coffee vs Gang campaign

Nielsen Ad Intel coverage
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Most coffee drinkers pay attention to flavour descriptions

Origin details denote quality

Instant coffee is the most commonly drunk type
Figure 29: Types of coffee drunk, June 2017
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Figure 30: Frequency of drinking coffee, by type, June 2017

Decaf drunk by just 17% of coffee drinkers
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Coffee pod machine ownership remains stable

A quarter of Brits interested in buying a coffee pod machine
Figure 32: Ownership of coffee pod machines, June 2017

Tassimo takes the pod machine crown
Figure 33: Type of coffee pod machine owned, June 2017
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Large supermarkets the most common purchase location
Figure 34: Purchase channels for coffee, by type of coffee, June 2017

Nespresso owners most likely to use alternative purchase channels
Figure 35: Purchase channels for coffee pods in the last month, by type of coffee pod machine owned, June 2017
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Strong interest in variety packs of coffee

Assortment packs are little explored in ground and instant coffee

Pack size poses a challenge for assortments
Figure 36: Interest in coffee product concepts, June 2017

Single-serve instant coffee sachets garner interest

Subscriptions with a free machine could foster pod growth
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A quarter of under-45s are interested in evening coffee
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Frequent NPD needed to cater to love of newness

…while a sizeable 24% consider themselves a coffee connoisseur
Figure 37: Behaviours relating to coffee, June 2017
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Figure 47: Total UK retail value sales of coffee pods, best- and worst-case forecast, 2017-22

Figure 48: Total UK retail volume sales of coffee pods, best- and worst-case forecast, 2017-22
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